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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN TEMPERATE GLACIERS 

By P. W. F. GRIBBON 

(D epartment of Physics, School of Physical Sciences, University ofSt. Andrews, Fife, Scotland) 

ABSTRACT. The dielectric relaxation of /leVe and glacia l ice has been studied on two temperate glaciers in 
Greenla nd and Fra nce. M easurement of the capacita nce a nd loss tangent in the a ud io-freq uency ra nge of 
thin pa ra llel wires placed on the surface of a g lacier ga\'e .', the rela ti ve permi ttivity. a nd E" , the loss factor 
of the neve. The relaxation time ca n be expressed in terms of the frequency Im at the maximum ." va lue of 
the Cole- Cole E " - E ' di agra m, a nd its varia tion with depth was derived from the Cole- Cole d iagrams 
obta ined for different wire separa tions. 

For wet o°C. surface snow in G reen land,;;n "'" 4 kHz. a nd decreased with the increase in density and 
form factor at greater depths, whi le for the low-density, cold surface /leVe in Francef", "'" 2 kHz . a nd increased 
with the increase in temperature at grea ter depths. All Cole- Cole diagra ms showed both impurity-ion losses 
a t low frequencies below 6 kHz., and a spreading factor of the distribu tion in re laxa tion times ca used b y the 
cha nges in the physica l properti es of the g lacier with depth. Although the method could no t measure 
temperatures a bsolutely, relative tempera ture differences and the position of the o°C. iso therm were detec ted 
when a temperature gradient ex isted in a g lac ier. 

REsuME. R elaxation dielectriqlle dallS les glaciers temperes. La re laxa tion diclectrique du neve et d e la glace de 
g lac ier a ete etudiee pour d eux g laciers temperes du G roenland et de Fra nce. La mesure d e la capac itance 
et de la tangente d e perte pour les audio-frcquences d e cables fi ns pa rall eles places it la surface d ' un glac ier 
donne la p ermitivite rel a tive E, et le fa cteur de perte du neve E". Le temps d e re laxa tion peut s'exprimer en 
fonction de la frequence .f,n it la va leur maximum ." du diagramme d e Cole- Cale . " - E, et sa va ri a tion en 
fonc tion de la profondeur a ete d eduite des diagrammes de Cole- Cole obtenus pour differents ecartemel1l 
des ca bles . 

Pour la surface humide a o°C de neige a u G roenla nd .;;n "" 4 kHz et decmit avec la cro issance avec la 
profondeur de la d ensitc et du facteur de forme, a lors que pour la surface d 'un neve froid a fa ib le densil e en 
Fra nce;;" "'" 2 kHz qui croi ssa it avec la croissance de la tempera ture avec la profondeur. Tous les Cole- Cole 
diag rammes montra ient a la fo is d es p en es pa r impuretes et ions a d e basses frequences infe ri eures a 6 kHz. et 
un facteu r de dispersion de la di stribution des temps de relaxation causce les cha ngements des proprie tes 
phys iques du g lacier avec la profondeur. Quoique la methode ne pu isse servir a mesurer les temperatures 
a bsolues, les differences de tempera ture rela ti ve et la position de I' iso thenne o°C ont ete detec«~es lorsque 
clans un glacier ex iste un grad ient de tempera ture. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Dieleklrische Relaxation ;1/ lem/Jerierten Cletscher". Die dielektrische Relaxation von Firn 
und Gl etschereis wurcle an zwei temperierten G letschern in G ron la ncl und Fra nkreich untersuchl. Die 
M essung del' K ap az ita nz und del' Verlustspannung im Aucliofrequenzbereich dunn er pa ra lJ eler Dra hte a u!' 
cl er G letscheroberAache li eferte E. clie rel a ti ve Di elektri zitatskonstante . unci E'. den Abfa llkoefliz ienten des 
Firnes. Die R elaxationszeit kann clur~ h cl ie F requenz;;n beim Maximalwert fur E' im Cole-Cole-Diagramm 
fur E " - E a usgedruckt wercl en ; ihre Anclerung m it cl er Tiefe wurcle a us Cole- Cole-Diag ra mmen herge leitet, 
clie fLir verschieclene Dra hta nordnungen a ufgestell t wurden . 

Fur feuchten O berAachenschnee von o°C in G ron lancl war ;;" "'" 4 kHz und nahm mil cl em An wachsen 
der Dich te und d es Formfaktors in g rosserer T iefe a b . Im lockercn , ka lten OberAachenfirn in Fra nkreich 
wa r ;;n "'" 2 kHz unci na hm mit cl er Temperatur in grosserer Ti cfe zu . Alle Cole- Cole-Diagra mme ze ig ten 
sowohl l onenverluste clurch Verun reinigungen bei ni ecl rigen Frequenzen .unter 6 kHz a ls 3uch ein en 
Streuungsfa klor in d el' Ven cilung d el' Relaxa tionszeiten , del' durch d ie Anderung del' phys ika lisc hen 
Eigenschafien des G letschers mi t del' Ti ef'e hervorgerul'en wird. O bwohl die lVl ethocle keine a bsolu ten 
Temperaturen zu messen erl a ubte, so lieferte sie cloch re la li ve T emperaturen un ci d ie Lage del' o°C-Iso therme. 
wenn im G letscher ein Tempera turgrad iel1l vo rha nden war. 

1. I NTRO D CTlON 

R ecentl y Evans ( [965) has reviewed the di elec tric pw perti es of ice a nd snow. In the r eview, 
R obin had sugges ted tha t the relaxation of the elec tric dipoles of ice at audio freq uencies might 
be a basis for the m easurement of temperature wi thin large bodies of snow. In 1964 Evans did 
some preliminary work on the dipole relaxation of snow near T hule in north-west Greenland, 
and the author used Evans' method to stud y two temperate glaciers, a highland iceneld in 
Wes t Greenland in 1965, and a plateau snow basin in France in [966. 

This papel- covel-s first (Section 2) the background required to expla in the experimental 
results, outlines the known relaxation spectra of ice and snow, a nd defin es and d iscusses the 
m easurem ent of the relaxation time. The experimenta l procedure (Section 3) g ives a brief 
outline of a theory of the experim ent, the equipment used , and the characteristics of the 
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glaciers being studied . The results are presented in Section 4, and then discussed in terms of 
the physical properties of a glacier in Section 5. 

2. RELAXATION SPECTRA 

2. I Pure ice 

The relaxation spectrum of pure polycrystalline ice shows that ice is a dielectric solid 
conta ining polar molecules that are capable of orientation in an applied A.C. electric field. 
The m otion of the molecular dipoles in the A.C. field is d escribed by an over-critically damped 
oscillation with a relaxation time T . Polarization in the ice results in a complex relative 
permittivity E, which is g iven by the well-known D ebye dispersion relation, Equation (2) in 
Section 2.3. Ice has several unusual features: for example, the relative permittivity of pure ice 
at constant temperature can be described by a single relaxa tion time Ti, while most solids 
show a wide distribution of T ; and the long Tj ;;::: 1 0 - 4 sec. gives a large dispersion in the 
audio- a nd low radio-frequency range. 

The relaxation time of ice Tj is influenced by temperature, impurities and stress . The effect 
of temperature is to produce a thermal agitation of the dipoles which hinders their ordered 
o rientation in the field. When the temperature is lowered, there is an increase in Tj , since the 
ability of the dipoles to align in the external field is reduced at low temperatures. Tj is related 
to the temperature T through the Boltzmann factor, 

Tj = Toexp ( Wi /R T) ( I) 

where the characteristic constants of a dipole in ice are the time constant, T O = 5 ' 3 X 10 - 6 sec., 
and the activation energy for dipole orientation, Wi = 13 '25 kca l. mole- I, (after Ozawa a nd 
Kuroiwa, 1958) . A distribution of relaxation times is possible, if the temperature through the 
ice is not uniform. 

Impurities give an increase in the electri c conductivity of ice. The presence of cracks, 
bubbles and other imperfections in ice alter the physical structure of ice and hence its response 
to an A.C. fi eld. Impurities tend to shorten Tj (Granicher and others, ' 95 7; Brill, 1957 ). 
M echanical stress also has been found to shorten Ti (W estphal, quoted by Evans, ' 965). 

2.2 Snow 

The l"elaxation spectrum of snow is simil a r to that of ice, but it can show wide variations 
due to the effect of other factors pl"eSent in snow. The spectrum is affected by differences in the 
snow density ps, and structure, as well as by temperature and impurities. Snow changes its 
internal structure with time, so that not onl y does ps change but a lso the arrangement and the 
linkage between the individual snow crysta ls. Although the relaxation time of snow TS of 
known d ensi ty ps is shorter than Tj of ice (Yosida a nd others, ' 958), there is no obvious way 
in which T S can be related to ps, except to say that T S becomes longer with a n increase in ps a nd 
approaches Tj. There is no definite relationship between T S and temperature T, except that T S 

increases with a decrease in T for a given snow sample. Impurities in snow tend to shorten TS' 
A distribution in T S is possible if a temperature or density gradient exists through the snow. 

2 · 3 Theory and measurement of T 

A polar dielectric solid, with a complex relative permittivity E = E ' - j € ", has a frequency 
dependence given by the Debye dispersion rela tion, 

Eo - Eec 
E = Eoo + - - .- . 

I + JWT 
The rela tive permittivity E' at a frequency W is 
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where Eo and 1000 al'e the relative permittivities in the cases of W --+ 0 and W --+ co respectively. 
The loss factor 10 " is 

" E = 
( 100-1000) WT 

r+ w2 T 2 . 

E ' is associated with the polarization of charge in the di electric, and E" takes account of energy 
dissipation in the d ielectric. The relaxation time T can be derived from the maximum of the 
E " - 10 ' graph . This fo llows since a ll points obeying the Debye relation lie on a semicircle in 
the 10 " - 10' graph. This is a Cole- Cole semicircle, diameter ( 100 - 1000) and centred at 
(Eo+ Eoo) /2 on the 10 ' axis: representative Cole- Cole diagrams are shown in Figures I and 2. 
The 10 11 and 10 ' values measured at different W form the Cole-Cole semicircle, and the maximum 
E " value occurs at an angular frequency Wm , which satisfi es WT = I in Equa tion (4) . The 
maximum frequency, fm in H z. or c. sec. - 1 corresponds to the maximum energy absorption and 
p ower loss in the di electric, and the relaxation time T is given by 

T = -- = --
Wm 27ffmo 

(5) 

Equation (5) is used to define the relaxation times, T j or T S, in the present work. 
When there is a distribution in T , the centre of the Cole- Cole semicircle is depressed 

below the 10 ' axis, and (x, the angle expre sed in radians, between the E'-axis and the line 
j oining the centre of the circle to 1000, is the spread ing facto r of T (Bottcher, (952 ) . T again is 
defined by Eq uation (5) . 

When impurities a re present, a Cole- Cole diag ram shows high E" va lues at low frequencies. 
This is due to ionic conductivity effec ts. Impuri ty ions can give the di electric an apparent 
conductivity, jj in m ho m. - ' , derived from the apparent parall el leakage res istance across the 
capacitance being observed by the A.C. field . jj differs from the ohmic conducti vity a a nd the 
associated J ou le heating losses in a D. C. field , since there are additiona l power losses, 
express ible by a loss factor EIII, in the A.C. field from dipo le reversal in the dielect ri c. The ex tra 
dissipation EIII is rela ted to a by 

a = WE o E'" (6) 
where Eo is the relative permittivity in vacuum. Since E'" ;::; E" a t low frequencies E'" can 
contribute appreciably to the power loss, but at high frequ encies EIII ~ E" a nd the effect of 
EIII is negligible. A Cole- Cole semicircle therefore still can be constm cted through the 
m easured E" and E' values at high frequencies, and T obta in ed from thefm va lue at the maxi
mum value of E" of the semicircle. 

It has been assumed that impurities, in general, d o not a ffect the di electric properties of 
the ice itself with the result tha t the Eoo, Eo and fm values of ice are unaltered by the presence 
of impuriti es. This however, is not strictl y true (for example see Section 2. I). 

There are wide variations possib le in the internal structure of ice . Cracks in various 
directions, a ir spaces, the orientation of ind ividual cl'ys tals, stress, all cha nge the value of Eo 
and hence the diameter of the Cole- Cole semicircle with a resulta nt nett d ecl'ease in T. T can 
be obtained a lso from the relaxation spectrum, or frequency dependence of E' and E ". The 
spec trum shows that, while E' decreases m onotonically with increasing frequency, 10" reaches 
a m aximum at a frequency fm, given by Equation (5) . H owever, if E'" > 0 at the frequency 
fm, the E" maximum is less definite or even absent, so that T can not be d etel'mined by this 
method. 

2.4 Cole- Cole diagrams 

Several Cole- Cole diagrams relevant to the present work are shown in Figures I a nd 2. 
Figure I shows a Cole- Cole diagram of compact snow, ps = 0 '4 g. cm .- 3, T = - 3 ·o°C ., 

obta ined by O zawa a nd Kuroiwa (1958) . Curve A is the Cole- Cole semicircle m easured 
immediately afte r snow was packed into the capacitor used for the E' and E" measurem ents, 
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Fig. J. A Cole- CoLe diagram of compact snow q( demity a· -1 g. cm. -J at - 9' a°e. (after Oz awa and Kuriowa, 1958) 
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and curve B is for the sam e snow after it had been kept at T = 3 ·o°C. for 24 hr. Eoo remained 
constant, but Eo increased due to the changes in crystalline structure and the formation of 
" ice bridges" between the individual snow crystals. Impurity ions were responsible for the 
rapid rise in E " at low frequencies. The relaxation time T S became longer with time and 
tended towards Ti . 

Figure 2, curve C, shows the Cole- Cole diagram for wet snow, ps = 0 '38 g. cm. - 3, 

T = o°C., that had been studied when the air temperature was I ·8°C. above the freezing 
point, so that the snow was wet and contained a small percentage of free liquid water. Curve C 

was obtained after the snow just had been put in the capacitor, and curve D when the snow 
in the capacitor was placed in a cold chamber maintained at - 9 ·o°e. In both curves C and D 

the low frequency, E'" loss contribution was very large. Eoo and Eo were d ecreased by the 
freezing and the lowering of the snow temperature. It was found a lso that T S for wet snow 
at o°C. was less than T S for dry compact snow at a temperature just below o°C. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUR E 

3. I The01Y of the experiment 

When an A.C. electric fi eld is applied to electrodes placed on top of the surface or within 
the bulk of a glacier, the electrode system will act as a capacitor with a semi-infinite lossy 
dielectric between the electrodes. When the electrodes are placed on the surface, the measured 
values of the capacitance C and the loss tangent D will depend on the dielectric properties of 
the glacier. 

Two wires were placed on the surface, and C and D m easured using an A.C. bridge. The 
electrode system was assumed, following Evans (private communication ), to represent a lossy 
capacitor with a n equivalent para llel capacitance Cp given by 

Cs 
Cp = I + D' (7) 

where Cs is the series capacitance of the system . 
I t is assumed to a first approximation a lso that 

(8) 

where G is a geom etrical factor d ependent on the electmde and array dimensions. It follows 
that 

G( I + D ' )' 
(9) 

a nd, since D = E" / E', that 

" DCs 
E = G( I + D' )" (10) 

The Cole- Cole diagrams will givefm or T. 

3.2 Equipment and its use 

The electrode sys tem was placed on the surface of the glacier. Two thin insulated parallel 
wires, radius 4 X 10- 4 m. , were connected at one end to form a n-shaped array, with maximum 
wire sepa ration b ::::; 200 m . and maximum length l ::::; 350 m. The parallel wires were 
connected by wires of the same ma terial to an A.e. bridge and osci ll atol" situated half-way 
between the wires. 

An A.C. voltage, V::::; I or 2 V. , was supplied by a Levell transistor R.C. oscillator type 
TG I SO DM, frequency range 1'5 H z. to ISO kHz., powered by two 9 V. dry batteries. 
The A.e. bridge was a Marconi TF 2700 transistorized bridge, powered by a 9 V . ba ttery, 
on which Cs and D could be measured. The bridge usua ll y was easy to ba lance, a lthough 
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above 20 kHz., the upper limit for accurate bridge measurements, the null point could be 
arbitra ry. Modifications were made to the A.C. bridge to include an intermediate D X ° . [ 
range between the D X 0 ·0 [ and D X [ ranges available on the bridge. All the m easured loss 
tangent values D ' had to be scaled by the frequency j, in kHz. at which a measurement was 
made, to give the correct loss tangent D = D j, since the D values of the bridge were graduated 
for 1 kHz. 

M easurem ents of Cs and D were made for different frequencies in the range 250 Hz. to 
60 kHz. with the first array of small separation, and repeated with different leng ths. The wires 
were held in place a t the ends and corners by wood or m etal pegs, and additional leng ths of 
wire were added using plas tic connectors. The sepa ration then was increased , and the 
procedure repeated . Correction runs for the capacitance of the side arms were m ad e fo r 
large b values . 

3.3 Glaciers under s/zu{v 

The m easurements were carried out on two temperate glaciers; the first being in the 
Sukkertoppen region on'Vest Greenland , and the second a bove Chamonix in the French Alps. 

The " Big Array" glacier (lat. 65° 45' 30" N ., long. 52° [8 ' W. ) lies south of Evighedsfjord 
in W est Greenla nd and about 50 km. from the open sea. During 1- 9 August [965, the runs 
were carried out at 855 m. , an altitude about 200 m. above the firn line and in the "soaked 
facies" region of the glacier. Since the air temperature was above freezing point, the upper 
layers of the glacier consisted of wet snow at o°C., with a relatively high percentage of free 
liquid wa ter from summer melt wa ter , and the 7 cm . ra in precipitated during 1- 4 August. 
The m easured o°C. snow tempera ture was in agreement with the estima ted snow tem perature 
a t a 10 m . d epth at the altitude and latitude of the " Big Array" glacier (M ock a nd W eeks, 
1966) . The " Big Array" glacier may be classified as " tempera te" in its accumulation a rea, a 
conclusion in agreem en t with the " tempera te" classification of the Sukkertoppen Iskappe 
(lat. 66° 15' N. , long. 52° W. ), 40 km . to the north, based on temperature m easurem ents made 
by Bull (1963), Rundle ( 1965) and Loewe ( 1966) . The lower layers of the glacier in the 
accumula tion a rea a lso a re assumed to be close to o°C. 

Snow from a pit dug to a depth of 2 m . gave a rather high average ps = 0 'n ±o '03 
g. cm. - 3 in the rain-satura ted upper snow layer at o°C . of the " Big Array" glacier. T he 
estimated m ean annual snow accumulation was 16 '5 ± 1 ·0 g. cm .- ' over the period 1958- 64, 
an accumula tion comparable to that of the centra l a rea of the Sukkertoppen Iska ppe (Bull , 
1963) . 

The glacier a t C hamonix was the pla teau of the Vallee Blanche a t 3550 m. , close to the 
Col de M idi a nd " Les Cosmiques", the C.N. R. S. la bora tory on the Aiguille du Midi . Runs 
were m ad e in fine wea ther during [- 4 April 1966. The dry cold upper layers of the glacier 
were below o°C. due to the penetra tion of the winter cold wave into the surface layers of 
wind-blown consolida ted powder snow and underlying nivi; the a ir temperature was less tha n 
o°C. Below the region of the cold wave the g lacier was a t the pressure m elting temperature 
near o°C. Cer ta in [acts a re known abou t the glacier. A nivi layer, thickness a bou t 30 m ., 
over' 150 m. of ice should cover most of the pla teau, according to the seismic refraction results 
of Lliboutry and Vivet (196 [ ) . M easurem ents of the conductivity a , by C ha illou a nd Va llon 
(1964) showed a lso that in 1963 the plateau was covered by the upper layer of the 1962- 63 
winter snow accumula tion, thickness 7 m. and qui te Iow a = 10- 6 mho m .- r

, while just below 
this layer there was a thin layer of high a ~ 5 X 10- 6 to 10- 5 mho m . - " corresponding to the 
top surface of the glacier , with its accumulated dust a nd other impurities formed during the 
1962 a bla tion season. A t greater depths the glacia l ice had a fifty times less in the upper layer. 
It should be no ted tha t a variation of a with dep th may distort an A.C. fi eld penetrat ion a nd 
distribution wi th a corresponding uncertainty in the d epth being sampled by the A.C. fi eld. 
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4. RESU LTS 

4. I Greenland runs 

Twelve useful runs were obtained on the snow of the " Big Array" glacier for six separa
tions b in the range b = I ·8 m . to I go m. , using different lengths in the range l = I I m. to 
365 m. The n-array was about 0'5 km. from the nearest rock outcrop and centred in a 
crevasse-free region of the glacier. The array was a lso moved from the smooth , level snow 
fi eld to stradd le some small surface cracks caused by thin crevasses under the surface, but 
there was no d etectable change infm. 

The maximum on the E " - E ' Cole- Cole diagrams was absent in all runs except one. 
This was due to the additional impUl-ity loss fa c to!- Em present for a ll frequencies below 
6 kHz. A typical run is shown in the Cole- Cole diagram Figure 3. E " and E ' are plotted 
in arbitrary units, since it is unnecessary here to know the absolute value of the geometrical 
factor G. The Cole- Cole semicircle for the array, b = 66 '3 m. , l = I 10 m. , has 
fm = 5 ' 0 ± 0'2 kHz. , and ex = 0 ·64 ± 0 '05 radians . Further d iscussion of this and o ther 
" Big Array" Cole- Cole diagrams is d eferred to Section 5. 

Three runs were obtained for small b va lues on wet, bare glacial ice within 50 m. of a rock 
outcrop at the side of the glacier. A typical Cole- Cole diagram for the glacia l ice is shown in 
Figure 4, in vvhich two Cole- Cole semicircles can be constructed through the measured E' 

and E n va lues. The significance of the two semicircles is discussed in Section 4.2. 

4.2 F rench runs 

Runs were obtained in the Vallee Bla nche for ten separations, in the range b = I ·8 m. 
to 170 m. , and l = 8 m. to 140 m . Twenty runs, series 0 , were taken with the main arms of 
the array on the surface of the snow, wh ile ten runs, ser ies I, were taken with the array arms 
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Fig. 3. A Cofe- Cole diagram for wet snow, measured on the " B ig Array" glacier in /lVest Creenland 
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RUN'Z' : 21.00hrs, 9August 1965. 
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Fig. 4. A Cole- Cole diagram for glacial ice, measured on the " B ig Array" glacier when the air temperature was below a°e. 

in tentiona lly buried under a thin snow cover. R eadings from run to run wer'e less rep ro

ducible tha n in Section 4.1 , while their scatter was greater, particula rly a t low frequencies 

and large Em . 

The best series 0 runs shows two Cole- Cole semicircles . A typical run, with b = 136 m . 

a nd l = 91 ·s m ., is shown in Figure 5. The high-frequency semicircle had fm = 2 ' 7± O'1 

kHz., a nd ex = 0 '58 radians, and is to be compa red with the single Cole- Cole semicircles 

of the Section 4. I runs. The lower frequency semicircle, with f ro >::; 0 ' 7± 0' 1 kHz., 

showed no spreading, ex = 0, a nd it may represent the response of the snow or ice crysta ls 

close to, Ql- frozen on, the surface of the wire electrodes, since it agrees with the response from 

a homogeneous sample without a ny spread in T caused by tempera ture or d ensity gradients 

in the sample. 
The series I runs a lso gave two Cole- Cole semicircles a nd with less sca tter in the readings. 

In general, the series I fm values were only slightly lower tha n the series 0 f ro va lue , a lthough 

J. G. Pa ren (private communication) has shown that Cs andf m, should d epend m arkedl y on the 

proximi ty and d egree of contact between the snow surface or crystals and the electrode surface . 

4·3 Dependence of fm and ex on b 

T hefm values, obta ined from the runs of Sections 4. 1 and 4. 2, are plotted in Figure 6 as a 

function of the ha lf-sepa ration b/2. It has been considered , b y analogy with the equivalent 
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depth used in the determination of earth resistance, etc., that a given fm value corresponds 
to a depth b/'2 equal to one half of the electrode separation distance. Although this assumption 
may not be justified, it does not invalidate the discussion in Section 5 where the results of 
Section 4 have been interpreted in terms of the variation with depth of the physical properties 
of the snow and ice of a glacier. It can be seen that the shape of the fm graph changed in 
going from (a ) small depths less than about 13 m. where the two sets of results from the 
Sections 4.1 and 4.'2 runs were quite different to (b ) greater depths where the two sets were 
identical within the experimental uncertainty. At small depths b/'2 < "'-'13 m., the "Big 
Array" fm values decreased (Fig. 6, curve G) while the Vallee Blanchefm values increased 
(Fig. 6, curve v ), while at the greater depthsfm values were constant. 

The spreading factor <X also varied with depth, as shown in Figure 7. <X increased rapidly 
to a maximum value at a depth of about 3 m. and then decreased to a constant value at 
depths greater than about 10 m. 

5. DISCUSSION 

5· I Model qf a glacier studied by A. C. field 

A cross-section of a glacier is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. A glacier is considered 
to consist of a series of layers of snow/ice, each layer with its different physical properties 
having a different relaxation time T S ' Selected positions of the electrodes (i), (ii), with the 
associated electric force lines, radii b/'2, are shown in Figure 8. The force lines were assumed 
to penetrate uniformly into the layers, and for the lines of radius b/'2 to divide the total electric 
flux equally within and without the cylindrical surface defined by the electrode length land 
the depth b/'2 . When the wires were in position (i), the relaxation time TI was that of layer i , 

but when the wires were in position (ii), the measured T S was an average ofT, and T2 for layers 
I and '2 . For the largest depths an average Ts for a ll layers was measured. Ts was not the 
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Fig. 7. The variation of the spreading factor a with the half-separation bj2 of the wire electrodes. Error bars are as in Figure 6 
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Fig. 8. A IZYP Jthetical cross-section of a glacier illustrating the layer structure. The associated densities p, Formzahl 11 , and 
temperatures T at different depths are indicated. The semicircular field lines associated with the electrode j)ositions (i ), (ii ), ... 
are shown IJenetrating into layers 1 , 2 , ... 

arithmetical m ean of TI , T 2, etc., because for a distribution in T S the resultant Cole- Cole 
semicircle consisted of the envelope of the individual Cole- Cole semicircles of the layers, in 
which a slightly different Cole- Cole semicircle resulted from each layer with its different 
E' and E " values. This m eant that a deeper layer, with its larger Eo and E " max. values and 
hence Cole- Cole semicircle of la rger radius, would tend to smear ou t the smaller semicircles 
of the sha llower layers close to the surface, and the resultant Ts would be more representative 
of the d eeper layers than of the shallow layers. 

5. 2 Significance of Section 4·3 

The important parameters of a layer are its temperature T, its d ensity ps and its form 
number u. The form number, or Fonnzahl, u expresses the rela tive proportions of the two 
components, a ir and ice, and their arrangement in the snow. T S is lengthened by a n increase 
of ps or u, and shortened by an increase in T , so that the T S value of a layer at a depth b/2 
depends on the relative effects of ps, u and T. During the summer ablation periods, a temperate 
g lacier has a constant temperature T ~ o°C., and any changes in T S with an increase in b/2 
would be due to changes in ps or u. On the other ha nd, during the winter accumulation 
period, when a positive temperature gradient exists downward in to the glacier, the T S value 
depends on T as well as on ps and u, and the changes in T S with b/2 would be due to the 
changes in ps, u, and T. At large d epths, all layers would be sampled by the A.C. fi eld, and 
since T, ps and u have reached constan t values there would be no change infm or ex. This was 
observed at larger depths, where in Figures 6 and 7 fm and ex were constant for b/2 > '"'-'13 m. 

On the model of a glacier, T S at constant temperature should increase,orfm decrease, with 
an increase in depth. This was observed , see Figure 6, curve G, where at shallow depths fm 
was of the order of 4 kHz., and decreased tofm ;;:;; 3 kHz. at greater depths. The sma ll-depth 
fm ;;:;; 4 kHz. was an fm value similar to that of wet glacial ice at o°C. in the Athabasca 
Glacier, Columbia Icefield , Canada, m easured with pa rallel plates placed in the surface ice 
by Watt and Maxwell (1960) . At larger d epths the presentfm value was lower than the Watt 
and Maxwell value, fm ;;:;; 7 kHz. , obtained with rod electrodes placed in a crevasse at a 
depth of about JO m . The difference between the fm values deep in the g lacier may result 
from the differences either in the physical properties of the snow/ice samples, in the electrod e 
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a rrays, or in the effect of ionic conductivity losses . Ionic conductivity losses apfeared, on the 
basis of the Cole- Cole diagrams, (Fig. 3) to be larger in the " Big Array" glacier than in the 
Athabasca Glacier, which has a = S X IO- i mho m . - '. Another difficulty in the interpretation 
of thefm values was that the difference between thefm values for small and large depths was 
less tha n the difference to be expected from lacorato ry measurements (Yosida and others, 
19S8). 

The variation of the spreading factor ex at sm a ll d epths b/2 was of interest. It might have 
been ex pected, that as b/2 increased, there wou ld be an increase in the number of layers 
sampled until every layer was contribu ting to the measured E' and E" values, with the resul t 
that ex would increase uniform ly up to a constant value . F igure 7 shows that the runs, both at 
" Big Array" and Vallee Blanche, gave a maximum ex value a t b/2 ~ 3 m . This 3 m. depth was 
small compared to for example the 7 m. d epth of Vallee Blanche /leve. H owever since ex was 
obtained from the spread of the Cole- Cole semicircles, each corresponding to a di fferen t layer 
with its own ps, tt a nd T , there is no reason why ex should not show a maximum value. This 
can be explained as foll ows. It is known that the Eo and E " maximum values for snow are 
less than those of ice. At small b/2, a certa in ex was obtained from the envelope of the Cole- Cole 
semicircles for snow, but at greater b/2 these semicircles becam e swamped by the la rger 
Cole- Cole sem icircles of the higher ps and tt , consolidated snow of the lower layers of the 
g lacier. A n ex value based on the larger semicircles would be smaller than one based on the 
interm ediate situation where both sma ll and large semicircles contributed to the m easured ex 
value, and a m ax imum ex value would occur in the in termediate region. T he relative impor
tance of the small and la rge semicircles from different depths could not be determined 
directl y, since the E' and E " values wel-e a rbitra ry rather than absolute values . 

It is a lso poss ible to propose an explanation of the low f m, or long T S, val ues at small depths 
in the Vallee Blanche (F ig. 6, curve v) . This result implied that the present m ethod can 
detect temperature differences in a g lacier, since T S, a ssociated wi th the low tempera ture of the 
cold , dry Vallee Blanche /l eVe, was longer tha n either T S of the d eeper region of the Vallee 
Blanche g lacier or T of the wet, o°C. " Big A rray" snow. However, there was a fundamenta l 
difficul ty in rela ting fm to th e correct temperature, since the temperature dependen ce of fm 
is not known . Nevertheless, an estima te of the upper limit of temperature in the Vallee 
Blanche /l eVe can be made, if three assumptions are used: (a ) that a t o°C. fm ~ 3 kHz. , 
(b) thatfm for snow has the logarithmic temperature dependence of Equation ( [ ), and (c) that 
the activation energy of /l eVe, W n, is less than W j of ice. The estimated tempera ture then is less 
than - S ·o°C.: the correct temperature would have been in th e range - [SoC. to - 2SoC. 

The depth of the o°C. isotherm was abou t 13 m. down in the Vallee Blanche neve at the 
time of the series 0 runs. This fo llowed from the constant value fm ~ 3 kHz. for snow at 
o°C. a t d epths greater than abou t [3 m . A [3 m. d epth was in agreement with a m easured 
position of the o°e. isotherm at about 15 m . just before the sta rt of the summer a blation 
period (Llibou try, [965) . 

The constant};n value at the largest dep ths ,-..,[ 20 m. indicated that the bedrock had not 
affected thefm value. No effec t was expected for the V a ll ee Blanche where th e b edrock was 
a bout [ 80 m. below the surface of the snow. T he constancy of the fm values on the " Big 
Array" glacier indicated tha t its d epth was greater than about [00 m. Further work IS 

planned to use the method for the d etermina tion of the d epth of snow and ice bodies . 

In summary, the dielectric relaxation m easurem ents have indicated that 

(i) temperature differences due to the penetration of a winter cold wave into /leVe can be 
detected, 

(ii) the o°C. isotherm in a temperate glacier can be located, 

(iii) a detail ed theory of the di electric properties in a glacier is lacking. 
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